
Cray Cray Games® presents: 
 

 
 
Contents: 

● 7 Octagonal player tiles 
● 119 Tentacle Cards 
● 7 Wild Tentacle Cards 
● 18 Tide Cards (9 Low Tide, 9 High Tide) 
● 1 Cray Cray GamesTM First Turn Token (FTT) 

 

About: 

Rainbow Octopus is a game for 2-8 Players and will run approximately 20-30 minutes. 

 

Object of the Game: 

Rainbow Reef is a very colorful neighborhood--Home to only the most prismatic, trendy aquarians.  

In Rainbow Octopus each player is striving to be the first octopus in Rainbow Reef with a set of fabulous 
rainbow tentacles (a tentacle of each of the seven colors legally played on their octopus tile). While this may 
seem like an easy task, changing ocean tides will require changing your plans.  

Be the first to bedazzle your octopus and be the envy of Rainbow Reef! 

 

Setup 

1. Give each player an Octopus Tile. 
2. Shuffle Tentacle Cards and deal 3 to each player, placing the remaining cards in the center of play. 
3. All players choose 1 of their 3 Tentacle Cards to immediately play on their octopus. 
4. Give each player one Wild Tentacle Card and put the rest out of play. 
5. Shuffle the Tide Card Deck and place in the center of play. 
6. Give the player who was last at/near an ocean (or sea creatures, etc.)  the First Turn Token (FTT).  

If that doesn’t work, pick the youngest player. 



 

How To Play 
 
In Rainbow Octopus, players take turns, starting with the player holding the FTT and proceeding clockwise 
(unless otherwise specified on the current Tide Card). On a player’s turn, they must follow the instructions on 
the currently revealed Tide Card. Once play has gone full-circle back to the player holding the FTT, the round is 
over and a new one begins following the steps below. 

1. Pass the FTT to the player to the left of the current holder. 
2. Reveal the top Tide Card 
3. Player holding the FTT begins play following the currently revealed Tide Card instructions. 

Playing Tentacles 

Aside from playing 1 Tentacle Card on their octopus at setup, Tide Cards will determine when players can play 
Tentacle Cards onto their octopus. Whenever a Tide Card says “Play [a number] of Tentacle Cards,” players 
must play that number of Tentacle Cards onto their Octopus. To do this, the number of the Tentacle must 
correspond to the numbered arm of the octopus tile.  

Ex: Josh has a Yellow 7 Tentacle and a Violet 3 Tentacle and is instructed by the Tide Card to play one 
Tentacle Card. He can either play the Yellow 7 onto the number 7 side of his Octopus, or play the Violet 
3 onto the number 3 side of his Octopus. 

When playing a Tentacle Card onto an octopus arm that already has a tentacle, the existing Tentacle is 
discarded, and the new one is attached in its place. 

When playing a Wild Tentacle Card, it can be played onto any arm number and counts as any color. Wild 
Tentacles can never be passed, discarded, or stolen. When a Wild Tentacle would be replaced on an octopus 
by a new Tentacle Card, the Wild Tentacle can be moved onto another arm of the octopus. 

 

Example of a Turn 

The FTT starts with Josh as the youngest player. He reveals the top Tide card, reads it aloud to all players, and 
keeps it face-up on top of the Tide Deck as a reference. The currently shown Tide Card is “Undercurrent,” 
which says: 

“Draw 2 Tentacle Cards. Choose one to play immediately on your octopus. Discard the other.” 

Josh draws 2 Tentacle Cards from the top of the Tentacle Deck, chooses one to play onto his Octopus, and 
discards the other Tentacle Card. The player on his left (clockwise) does the same, and so on until play returns 
to Josh at which point the round is over.  

Pass the FTT to the next person and repeat. 

 

 
  



Winning the Game 
1. A player immediately wins when they have all 7 colors of the rainbow on their octopus PLUS their Wild 

Tentacle Card. 

Notes on Gameplay/FAQs: 

● A player’s maximum hand size is 8 cards. If a Tide Card would require a player to draw above this 
amount, they must first discard Tentacle Cards from their hand before they can draw new ones. 

● If a player has all 7 colors on his octopus but has not yet played his Wild Tentacle onto their octopus, 
then they have not yet won! 

● If a player would lose a Tentacle from his octopus and their only played Tentacle is a Wild Tentacle, 
then nothing happens. 

● If a Tide Card requires a player to play a Tentacle and they cannot legally do so, then the player cannot 
play and their turn is lost.  Ex: the Tide Card “Warm Water” requires players to play 1 Tentacle Card of 
Red, Yellow, or Orange hue, and the player has only a Violet card in their Hand) 

 

Game Play Variants 

Playing without Tide Cards (recommended for young, first-time players) 
 
Basic game setup will be the same as in the base game (without Octo-powers) and instead of play being 
determined by the ever-changing Tide Cards, you can remove them and simply play with a constant rule in 
effect of “Draw 1 Tentacle Card, Play 1 Tentacle Card” until a winner is declared as normal. 

Playing with Octo-powers 
 
Game play is largely the same when playing with Octo-powers, with the following exceptions: 

● Instead of each player receiving the same octopus at setup, shuffle all octopus tiles and have players 
randomly choose an octopus, black side up.  Then turn them over to reveal the Octo-powers. 

● If a player has Ollie that player is given the FTT.  
● A player with Blu does not receive a Wild Tentacle Card at setup.  

Players should be aware of when to use their respective Octo-powers.   Do not forget to use them whenever 
applicable! 

 

 


